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International Conference Call 

Arezzo&Co. 

1Q18 Earnings Results 

May 10, 2018 

 

Operator: Good morning ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for waiting and welcome to the 

Arezzo&Co. conference call where the results of 1Q18 will be presented. All participants 

are connected only as listeners and later on there will be a Q&A session for which 

instructions will be given. 

This call will be translated into English and overseas participants will be able to ask 

questions. If you need help from an operator during the conference call press star zero. 

We would like to remind all journalists and others from the press that this conference call is 

exclusive for professionals from the financial market and current and potential 

shareholders. Any questions must be submitted to our press relations assistant Caroline 

Muzzi whose contact information is available on the company's website at 

www.arezzoco.com.br. 

This conference call and the slides are being streamed on the web and can also be seen 

on the company's website. In case any of you do not have a copy of Arezzo&Co. press 

release published yesterday, Wednesday, May 9, you can get a copy from the company's 

website. This conference call is being recorded and the recording is available on the 

website after the call is over. 

Before we proceed we would like to clarify that any statements made during this call 

regarding the company's business prospects as well as projections, operational and 

financial goals concerning its potential for growth forecasts based on the expectations of 

the management for the future of Arezzo&Co. 

These expectations are highly dependent on domestic market conditions, on the general 

economic performance of Brazil and international markets and are therefore subject to 

change. 

Now I will hand over to Mr. Alexandre Birman. Mr. Birman please proceed. 

Mr. Birman: Good morning everyone. Thank you for participating in yet another earnings 

call. This is a very important moment so that we can interact with you and the questions 

are very welcome as always. We have with us our CFO Daniel Levy an hour investor 

relations manager Aline Penna. 

I would like to talk about the market context in this 1Q. It marks the transition of the 

summer collection to the winter collection, which is very important for our business. As a 

http://www.arezzoco.com.br/
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mentioned, on March 8 it has been two months since our last interaction; we closed our 

summer collection in a very healthy manner and measuring the largest… Are less left 

overs that increased our average markup in the chain. 

In addition, given that the carnival took place earlier in 2018 we were able to launch our 

pre-fall collection in January and right after carnival in February we switched to our winter 

collection. 

So I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate our entire team for the continuous 

evolution of the operating efficiency of our business calendar. Our business cycle is in fact 

our 20 mile March making our company work in a very consistent manner and so I would 

really like to congratulate our team in the assertiveness of the major trends that really 

drove the sales and this period. 

Among them I would like to highlight the fashion boots that are working stronger and we 

have two major blocks: the kitten heels that are very low heels and especially in white and 

red were a huge success; in addition there are the boots in a stretch material like nylon of 

all different heels sizes, the mules, the closed ones and they will remain strong into the 

summer collection. 

And the sneaker collection has a lot of our brands and has expressive share. So we are 

going to work strongly so we can still have high leadership and that casual sneaker 

category in Brazil. 

Now specifically talking about each brand our Arezzo brand is still being strong as a leader 

in the market of footwear, bags and women fashion in Brazil. The marketing is very 

compliant to that. Based on our branding we have a very strong participation of Gisele 

Bundchen. She really leverages the brand awareness. 

But that is not just it. It’s a 360° plan so we have been innovating more and more in digital 

media. We launched the collection simultaneously to a talk show given by TV show 

hostess Astrid Fontenelle with many successful women and we had dozens of millions of 

people watching that talk show at the same time and it was being… It was live at Shopping 

Iguatemi. 

For Mother's Day we have spontaneous names from daughters to mothers and with a lot 

of recalling social media. That is also… Helped the attractiveness in e-commerce of the 

Arezzo brand. So we have been innovating the brand communication even more and 

therefore we have solid growth. 

About Schutz it is very interesting to see the quantification of the back category for the 

brand and that is mirrored not only by our results but also, which also makes is very proud 

is to see the generic variations of the Schutz bags spread out throughout Brazil. When a 

brand becomes an icon in bags - and internationally I mean - you can go walk in New York 
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and you can see street vendors selling generic bags and that is happening with Schutz 

and that shows that it is very recognized as a brand. 

In addition e-commerce is almost 15% of the revenues of the brand, share of the brand 

with high digital adherence. We will speak more about that later. 

We are going through a major process of three major pillars to strengthen the Schutz 

brand including the transformation of the store design focusing on converting the stores to 

the stores that we call Schutz digital store, and stores are already operating in this new 

concept with very positive results. 

With continuous evolution as we always talk about our franchising model we are always at 

the end focusing on sell-out, and now we are going to start a new stage to strengthen the 

Schutz global branding including a campaign that will be launched May 17 on Thursday 

where the star will be Adriana Lima. She will be with us throughout all of 2018. The work is 

great and next week we are going to present more details about that work to strengthen 

Schutz branding. 

Another interesting detail that today given the operation in the US we have two Instagram: 

almost 4 billion followers… In Brazil and almost 400,000 in the US. Now we are going to 

migrate the accounts in Instagram to strengthen Schutz position even more. 

About Anacapri it truly has become a solid brand. In 2018 it is the 10th year anniversary of 

its launch. We are going to end the year with over 150 monobrand Anacapri stores with a 

share of almost 10% of our revenues. So the brand is in fact prepared in all senses, the 

team maturity and even training talents that are moving into other brands in our company. 

In addition the assertiveness is huge in relation to the mix with a highlight to the 

continuous sales which is 35% of sales given the franchisees the confidence as they know 

that the brand is solid. So it is ready for continuous growth in stores numbers. 

Alexandre Birman in the same way is becoming more mature. It is worth mentioning that 

both brands were launched simultaneously in 2008 and so they are both celebrating their 

10th anniversary. So that brand was more towards international sales. We have four 

stores in Brazil, which give us great volume in same-store sales with highlight to the 

Shopping Iguatemi store that has 20… Average sales of 700,000 BRL.  

It is interesting to see that both Anacapri and Alexandre Birman the cofounders of the 

brands are the executives of the brands for more than 10 years. So this gives us great 

confidence that they are brands managed by a team that knows what they are doing with 

the brand. 

Now in 2Q we will open a showroom in Italy launching to the European market starting that 

work that will bring good results. 
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About Fiever we see that we should direct the product mix for casual sneakers. It is a very 

strong trend globally for that type of product. The brands have been growing in this 

category and we have to work Fiever to concentrate on that category. 

The brand had a great performance in the e-commerce channel, which shows the 

millennials that by through that channel, which is the greatest amount of our customers 

and we are going to open another store at Higienopolis Mall and another one, a pop-up 

store at Shopping Eldorado. 

About our strategic planning we are very confident we are following the track that we 

chose a few years ago in a very consistent manner. So if I could say a little bit about 

strategic planning of our company I would say that consistency is the key word. Within this 

consistency our search to consolidate our leadership and market share in Brazil. So this 

happens through expansion of franchise focusing on the Arezzo Light architectural format 

that has been giving great results and expanding Anacapri. 

Also diversifying product categories. We are mature in handbags and we have a strong 

growth and we are already advanced in launching new categories, in our omni 

management I want to give a little bit more about that at the end of the call about the new 

guidelines of our structure so that we can come even stronger in this growth. 

It is worth mentioning our vision of brand portfolio. A company that can have 6 brands that 

are completely unique with a high level of independence not only in their management but 

also in their characteristics and really comply, have a great number of customers is a 

multi-brand company. 

And the launching of Owme last week with our flagship at Oscar Freire makes us confident 

of our capacity to create brands and last Saturday we sold 20,000 BRL without having 

anything happening in the store, it was organic sales. 

So I would like to invite you all to be with us on Friday, tomorrow. We will open the store at 

noon. We will receive the press and you are all invited. The deliveries of the multibrand 

channel also happened with quality and tenure and we already have expressive results 

from the multi-channel. So for 2018 Owme will probably have good sales. 

Lastly I would like to talk about our growth path that goes together with our core, which is 

consolidating our market share in Brazil. It has been growing and that is a huge challenge; 

but it is also a great opportunity which is our operation in the United States. 

At the moment we are solidifying our team. In the short term we will have some novelties, 

people who will join our team focusing on being ready for our growth. In these next few 

months we will invest in our operations of our own brands and stores: next week we will 

open a concept store at Madison Avenue around 75; a pop-up of Schutz at Soho to test  

that market and that important region New York and also boost our new campaign to 
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position our brand with Adriana Lima; we also will open between September and October 

2 stores in Florida, which is a market that is very strong for both brands: one Alexandre 

Birman at Mall Harbor and one at Aventura Mall. The two stores will open and in May 

specifically we have been seeing a strong growth about 50% in the stores. So we have 

been working very well with our team. 

We also are going to invest in our e-commerce operations launching this year… This 

month Alexandre Birman and throughout the year we will switch the platform from Schutz 

that has great growth capacity that is untouched. 

For wholesale we are now launching a drop ship with Bloomingdale's just like we did with 

Nordstrom and we see that this channel will also have a good opportunity to grow in the 

long-term. 

So that is the highlight of our strategy of the brand, the market context in this quarter and 

now I would like to invite Daniel to bring more details about our results; then we will be 

available to interact through Q&A. 

Mr. Daniel Levy: thank you Alexandre good morning. Continuing our presentation now let 

us go to page 4 of the material that is available online. On the left side of the chart 

company's gross revenue was 408 million BRL in 1Q 18, a similar growth in the domestic 

and foreign markets of around 10%. 

On the next page we open the gross revenue in the domestic market which achieved 377 

million BRL in the period. All the brands recorded growth in sales with highlights to Arezzo 

and Anacapri but also with Schutz which is resuming its growth. 

Arezzo grew 9.7% in 3Q… In the quarter helped by web commerce and multibrand which 

grew 40.3 and 16% respectively. The performance is even more relevant when we point 

out that these channels grew above 13% in 1Q17. That means strong growth on top of 

strong growth. 

Schutz grew 5% in the domestic market also helped by the expansion of 16% in web 

commerce which already represents 14% of the brands sales and multibrand with 9% 

growth in the quarter. It is also worth mentioning the performance of handbags Schutz that 

represent 21% of the sell-out of brick-and-mortar stores. 

Anacapri intern showed expressive growth of 34% in its gross revenue. The brand 

contributes now with 12% of the total revenue compared to 10% YoY. We highlight the 

strong growth of 61% in the franchise channel due to the opening of 39 stores in the past 

12 months in addition to an increase of same-store sales resulting from the assertive 

positioning as Alexandre mentioned before. 

It is important to say about Anacapri expressive growth of 16% in the web, which is 

growing in this channel. 
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Alexandre Birman grew 10% in the quarter with a highlight of the same-store sales in 

Brazil where we already have four own stores. 

Fiever continuing with its strengthening of its presence in the domestic market had its main 

highlight in the quarter, the performance in web commerce which grew 80% YoY and 

already represents 12.4% of brand sales. 

Now going to page 6 we have a view of the gross revenue per sales channel. Just like our 

brands all channels showed revenue growth in 1Q. We highlight web commerce 

performance, 32% growth; franchise and multibrand with 10% growth each. Our own 

stores went back to growing 5.3% due to the strong performance of Alexandre Birman and 

Fiever brands as we mentioned before, as well as the recovery of the sales at Schutz 

stores. 

In terms of sell-out our monobrand chain, franchise, owned stores and web commerce 

group 12.2% in sales reflecting the strong result of the online channel and the net opening 

of 62 franchises in the past 12 months in addition to expressive growth of 8.4% of same-

store sales in the quarter. 

The franchise channel accounts for 51% of domestic sales of Arezzo&Co. and same-store 

sales sell in of 3.7% percent ending with a healthy an adequate inventory and a 

continuous growth of gross margin. It is worth noting that in 1Q 17 the company presented 

same-store sales sell in an increase of 13.6%. That means that it is a very challenging 

comparison for the period. 

This performance would have been even better if it were not the calendar effect on the 

prefall collection where part of the revenues were made in 4Q 17. I would like to remind 

you that once again for the effect of comparison we recommend that same-store sales sell 

in and sell-out indicators are annualized in at least a 12 month period to avoid calendar 

effects as the one that I mentioned, which are very common in the company's operations. 

Lastly and as mentioned the multibrand channel group 10% in the quarter reflecting 

companies initiatives such as new customer adherence and the continuous effort to obtain 

higher cross sell. YoY our customers increased in the multibrand area 6.7% showing the 

continuous confidence and financial health of small-business people. 

On page 7 we have the evolution of on stores and franchises as in the total sales area. We 

closed the quarter with 625 stores being 618 in Brazil and seven abroad and an area 

increase of 7.4% compared to the same period in 2016… 17. This quarter we opened 

seven stores were five are Anacapri and two Arezzo, the two in the light format. In the past 

12 months there were 63 net openings. 

Now moving on to page 8 I would like to show you on the left of the chart the gross profit of 

the quarter achieving 146.6 million BRL, 12.7% higher YoY and gross margin of 44.4%. 
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The growth in the quarter of 60 bps to the gross margin is mainly explained by the 

following effects: the exclusion of the sale tax ICMS over PIS and COFINS in the on stores 

and web commerce; a higher share of web commerce and domestic revenue; and a better 

mix in exports. 

Yet on this page on the right of the chart we have the Ebitda performance. As you can see 

the Ebitda achieved for 0.8 million BRL representing a growth of 13.1% YoY and a margin 

of 12.3%, which is 20 bps better than last year. Although the 60 bps increase in the gross 

margin in the quarter we recorded an increase of 6.4% in our commercial expenses and 

24.6% in our SG&A especially resulting from the new personnel structure as well as 

company governance as we mentioned in previous calls, and our continuous investment in 

strategic and innovation projects which include the launch of the Owme brand; the 

meritocracy program for franchisees; the Arezzo light projects; the CRM initiatives; and 

feeding up of the movement to internationally expending Alexandre Birman brand. 

On page 9 we can see the net income was 27.1 million BRL with net margin of 8.2% and 

an increase of 22.3% YoY. As in 4Q 17 we are no longer collecting income tax and CSL 

over the tax benefit in relation to ICMS; however part of this impact was offset… Positive 

impact was offset by lower financial results resulting from a lower compensation of our 

available cash flow as a result of lower interest rate. 

Now on page 10 we have cash operation generation which was 30.2 million, lower than 1Q 

17. On January 5 we paid interest over own capital relating to 2H 17 in the amount of 

almost 21,000,000 BRL and last year the same payment was in December of the previous 

year. 

On page 11 on the left you can see that Capex for the quarter was 7.2 million BRL, which 

includes the implementation of the data center system from IBM and the renovation of the 

Alexandre Birman and Schutz stores. 

On the right we have our indebtedness chart and we closed the quarter with net cash of 

161 million BRL. 

Lastly on page 12 we have the return over invested capital for the company, ROIC which 

presented once again expressive growth in this quarter achieving a level of 30.2% and that 

means 680 bps greater than 2017. The growth of 32.4% was a result of our operating 

results and improvement of our working capital with continues focus in decreasing 

inventory and suppliers as well as reduction of our fixed assets. 

So those were the comments about the results for 1Q18 and now I would like to open for 

the Q&A session. 
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Q&A Session 

 

Operator: ladies and gentlemen now we will begin the Q&A session. To ask a question 

please press star one and to take your question off the list please press star two. 

Our first question is from Marco Calvi, Itaú BBA. 

Mr. Marco Calvi: good morning everyone. My first question is about Schutz. We saw that 

in this quarter we had very positive results mainly resulting from the initiatives that you 

have been carrying out. Could you talk about the schedule and sales impact to 2018? So 

what do you expect in relation to the rollout of the concept that you are doing this year? 

The second question is mainly top-down. So if you could talk about the appetite of the 

multibrand channel. We see once again there is positive results in 1Q. So it is like a macro 

question. Do you feel that the multibrand channel has a bigger appetite? Those are my two 

questions thank you. 

Mr. Birman: good morning Marco thank you for your questions this is Alexandre speaking. 

I am going to start off with the second one about the multibrand channel. So in our 

business calendar we have already launched the first pre-summer collection, which 

internally we call the resort collection. This collection had strong adherence from the 

multibrand channel. It was launched in the beginning of April and it will be delivered at the 

end of 2Q, by the end of 2Q and results were very good. So we hope that in 2Q we have 

very expressive results, even more than 1Q for the multibrand channel. 

In our business calendar we have the launch of the summer one collection next week and 

for the first time we are going to be a part of the new tradeshow that is becoming relevant 

in the sector and that takes place in the city of Gramado in the South of Brazil in May and 

as from June we are going to have different movements because of the Francal tradeshow 

which was postponed considering the schedule that we usually have. It is going to be… 

Usually it is July 15 but it used to be in the beginning of July and end of June.  

So we are anticipating the sales of summer two that is usually launched at that tradeshow 

and we are going to start though sales at the end of June through our showrooms. 

So we have good expectations. This is an important channel for our business and even 

though we are literally a company that is multi-channel the multibrand accounts for 20% of 

our revenues. So we are very proud of that; over 2000 points of sales, 46 years, all our 

brands are launched in multibrand and we have a close relationship with the store owners. 

About the Schutz brand in terms of the domestic market in 2015 it had been close to what 

we saw in the go-to-market in 2011. It has a strong growth in new categories, so I can 

mention in the beginning bags are an icon. Some of the Schutz bags are just natural 
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characteristics; our triangle print is the brand hologram and many new versions are being 

created of those bags. 

And the new design has provided superior sales results compared to other stores. So in 

2018 we are planning on resuming the growth in Schutz and I believe it is going to be 

important for our business. It is also worth mentioning that it has the biggest potential to 

grow in our US operations. 

Mr. Calvi: perfect thank you. 

Mr. Birman: thank you Marco it is a pleasure to speak to you. 

Operator: our next question is from Richard Cathcart, Bradesco. 

Mr. Richard Cathcart: good morning. I have a question about e-commerce. The Arezzo 

brand achieved 7% and Schutz 14. So I would just like to… I think you already mentioned 

that in the midterm e-commerce could achieve about 10% for the entire company. So I 

would like an update if 10% is still realistic or if we could start to think about an even 

greater penetration of e-commerce for the company as a whole and also for Schutz in 

Arezzo. 

Mr. Birman: Richard good morning this is Alexandre speaking thank you for your 

question. That is a topic that really fascinated us. I would like to recall that our e-commerce 

operation is 100% our own, proprietary and that means that it was created internally by our 

in-house team from the systems all the way through customer service and we are always 

rated as the best in class. Our score is one of the highest; our logistics operation is our 

own. So that operation in revenue our monobrand from our business and that is the way 

we developed it. 

About figures our goal was to reach 10% in 2020 and we understand that we are way 

ahead compared to the expectation and we do see new wave of investments. We do not 

know which comes first the chicken or the egg; but there is a new way of investment in 

which we see more than 10% as participation in the revenue. 

We are reformulating our structure and we will give you more flavor, we are starting to 

prepare for the next step. I think we achieved what we wanted in 2020… Now in 2018 we 

are going to have a new cycle of management for our omni strategy. 

Mr. Cathcart: thank you Alexandre. 

Mr. Birman: thank you. 

Operator: our next question is from Irma Sgarz from Goldman Sachs. 

Ms. Irma Sgarz: good morning. I have two questions; one question is about the number of 

customers in multibrand. This grew 7% YoY. I would like to understand how much in your 
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opinion is because of the rollout of new brands or if you still have growth in the number of 

customers they can achieve, or if it is a sign of recovery of the economy or maybe a mix of 

both. I would just like to understand what you understand in terms of number of customers. 

The other question the growth of Fiever is together with that of other brands and so I would 

like… I saw the growth of Fiever, I saw that in e-commerce and it is growing very strongly; 

but I would like to know the overall growth of the brand if in stores sales are satisfactory or 

there are other reasons. 

Mr. Birman: hi Irma for you? Good morning thank you for your question this is Alexandre 

speaking. About the number of customers on the multibrand channel you asked me a 

question and help me with the answer: it is a combination of the factors. First I would like 

to point out that there is an upturn of the economy and so those figures of 2016 and 2017 

we had a reduction of… Number of customers and now it is resuming. 

And the new brands bring a little bit of a different profile of store owners. So there is in 

addition of new customers especially those that are more focused on apparel that are 

selling our new brands and that still do not have a very strong monobrand presence. 

The brands that are already established and have a very extensive monobrand chain in 

Brazil do not give the opportunity to sell in the multibrand stores, which is not what 

happens with the new brands. So we the expansion of Owme in 1H of the year you are 

going to see these figures continuing to grow. 

About your second question more specifically about Fiever compared to the total growth of 

the brand in the quarter that was below the total growth of our company. Within that issue 

as I said in my opening comments we want to focus greatly on sneakers. 

So the brand started with this positioning of streetwear reaching other categories of 

products being sold. So we will direct our brand to casual sneakers where we see the 

strong growth in that category. So we are investing and repositioning the communication of 

the brand. 

It is worth mentioning that the monobrand stores, the four brands and e-commerce had a 

great result in 1Q. So for 2Q we are starting to look at continuing to expand the 

monobrand opening two stores that I mentioned at Higienopolis Mall and a pop-up at 

Eldorado store. We are going to test the profile of customers that that mall. And definitely 

with this greater direction for casual sneakers I am sure that Fiever will continue to show 

growth. 

Ms. Sgarz: thank you very much. 

Mr. Birman: thank you Irma. 

Operator: I would like to remind you that to ask a question just press star one. 
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Our next question is from Irma Sgarz from Goldman Sachs. 

Ms. Sgarz: well I have another question and thank you very much for the opportunity. For 

Schutz in the United States you are obviously creating new partnerships with 

Bloomingdale's as you mentioned. 

Could you just remind us there was an impact of selling to independent stores? Are you 

completely phasing out on that channel and now you are focusing on the Department 

stores? And which department stores are working with at the moment? Thank you. 

Mr. Birman: Irma it is Alexandre again, once again thank you for your follow-up question. I 

would say that no. We are going to resume our strong work in our sub channel. We have 

three sub channels that we have in the United States: we have the pure online players 

Shopbob and Revolve with excellent results for Schutz. And it is the first, the number one 

of Revolve, it has been growing a lot. Today they completely dominate the Coachella the 

music festival in California. 

We have the Department stores and also we have the independent retailers and the 

independent retailers work differently in the United States. I would say that we were not 

effective in managing that in 1Q. We saw a drop in the number of independent retailers but 

we are working to resume the growth in that sub channel, which really helps us get better 

distribution to the brand. 

We know that it is stagnant channel in the United States. They had a huge drop for the 

past years and some retailers because of the curatorship of the owner were able to work 

better in certain regions; but they are not in the large malls in the United States, far from 

that. 

So an example in the Four Seasons Hotels there is a very calm over brand that sells 

Alexandre Birman and we are going to take Schutz there as well - but they are very 

specific locations; it is not like in Brazil that there is a large density of independence. 

So our greatest focus for growth are the Department stores. Today the greatest 

partnership that we have is with Nordstrom and we are going to launch Adriana Lima’s 

campaign as I mentioned with Nordstrom next week. They were great partners and they 

bought out of their calendar and we presented the proposal for Adriana Lima about a 

month ago and the campaign will be launched simultaneously in our monobrand stores 

and at Nordstrom. 

And in Bloomingdale's I had a meeting with the general merchandise manager last week. 

They just opened a new shoe floor at their flagship at 29 with Lexington. They had two 

floors on second and fourth and now they moved to the fifth floor. It is a huge shoe floor, it 

is a huge store and Schutz has a highlight there having great results in sales. So that is 

another partnership that we want to have as well. 
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About the monobrand stores as I mentioned we are getting great results in the same 

stores. 

Ms. Sgarz: thank you. 

Mr. Birman: thank you. 

Operator: our next question is from Richard Correct from Bradesco. 

Mr. Cathcart: I would also like to take this opportunity to ask the second question. I would 

like to know from you Alexandre because here in the release you are saying that you are 

going to open a flagship for the Alexandre Birman brand and you also recently opened an 

office in Europe if I am not mistaken. 

So I would like to understand the strategy in Europe at this time. Is it just about Alexandre 

Birman brand or are there any learnings, any other strategies that you are considering for 

Schutz that could also be developed in Europe? Thank you. 

Mr. Birman: Richard thanks you, good morning again and thank you for your second 

question this is Alexandre speaking. Okay so our main focus to grow internationally is in 

the US. We have tried through a number of groups to other countries in the world to open 

stores but we do want to take one step at a time; and we are almost there in making our 

operation in the US concrete and after that we can look into other markets. 

So we are starting, we are taking our first steps now in Europe and that step is just been 

taken with the Alexandre Birman brand, and it is not a flagship; actually it is a show room 

that is being inaugurated in Milan and not just a show room, it is also a distributor because 

currently in the US these US store owners buy the product from an US company, which is 

our subsidiary in that country. 

Our European customers we started to have an important growth in department stores 

such as Harrods in England and Net-a-Porter in England, Mythereza in Germany they buy 

through a third-party. So we use a distributor who we pay a commission to so that they can 

bring the product into the European market and distribute it for us - but now we want our 

own operation there so we can have more control and have a better margin. 

So that is the beginning. As we started in 2012 in the US we are starting with a show room 

and a sales office and the distribution that will be done in Italy to the entire European 

market. That is what we have for the time being. 

Mr. Cathcart: okay that is clear thank you Alexandre. 

Mr. Birman: thank you Richard. 

Operator: our next question is from Felipe Casemiro from HSBC. 
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Mr. Felipe Casemiro: good morning everyone thank you for taking my questions. I have 

two; the first one is about the sales recovery of the Schutz brand. I would like to 

understand the brand performance in the franchise channel specifically and now in April, 

beginning of May in general I would like to know about the brand performance. 

In my second question is that Alexandre mentioned about the new category in the Fiever 

brand, but I would also like to hear about other new categories in the company overall and 

in other brands, thank you. 

Mr. Birman: good morning Felipe thank you for your question this is Alexandre speaking. I 

am going to start off with the second question about the Fiever brand and then maybe 

correct some of my words: I would not say it is a new category in the Fiever brand; but 

instead of that focusing on a category that we call casual sneakers, because they are not 

sneakers when you compare to the sports brands. They are casual sneakers as we call 

them because they are the biggest strength and trend of the session market. 

Women are now wearing sneakers with more casual clothes; but they do not want where 

sports shoes because that would be too much of the sporty look. 

So in the international market there are a number of brands that are creating this type of 

product and in addition to this category Fiever has other categories. So now we are 

focusing the products and communication for Fiever, focusing them on casual sneakers. 

But now I am going to extend that to other categories. So bags, bags it has been a big 

focus of ours and we studied in 2016 and 17 other adjacent categories but we prefer to 

dedicate our time and efforts to actually quantify the bag category. But I would say that 

resuming the analysis of these categories is in the pipeline. We did that through consulting 

firms and projects, but we decided to set that aside a while because of time and resources 

- but now throughout 2018 we will resume studying that but we do not expect to launch 

anything in 2018. We really want to make the bags category solid first. 

About the Schutz brand and your question we had growth in all channels; however, in 

franchises there was a change as I mentioned. I would say it is as an evolution. Since 

2013 when we started off the process to fully control sell-out and sell-in with the Arezzo 

project called Estrada from 2015 to 2017 we have been constantly reviewing the franchise 

model. It is a live being which is constantly being adapting. 

So, for Schutz we are now testing a pilot group where we have more ownership in relation 

to the store supply. Therefore, we are splitting the royalties charged which usually take 

place upon sell in so that there is also a part during sell-out in order to decrease the risks 

at the franchisee is taking as they are letting off the side of the supply on the store but then 

again there is more ownership and better replenishment indicators of the bestsellers. So 

the stores that are under control group are having higher performance compared to the 

other group that is still operating in the normal supply model. 
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So we are going through process to adapt the systems, team and processes; but the first 

results of the pilot project are exciting and so in 2018 we are going to continue to migrate 

that in other Schutz stores throughout 2018. 

Mr. Casemiro: okay thank you. Could I just as a follow-up how is the evolution in April in 

qualitative terms with the positive performance of Schutz? Thank you. 

Mr. Birman: thank you. Yes April we still have positive results for the Schutz brand. 

Mr. Casemiro: okay thank you. 

Mr. Birman: thank you. 

Operator: Since there are no further questions I would like to hand over to Mr. Birman for 

his final remarks. 

Mr. Birman: once again thank you everyone for taking part in our earnings conference call 

and I would like to end with a few words. 

First of all this is yet another quarter that makes us here very confident about our business 

model. So the integrated management of the value chain focusing on the main assets 

which are brand, product and people and having partners at the production side and also 

the commercial side is truly a business model that is very successful, constantly evolving 

and our strategic guidelines are very clear. We are confident that although we have had… 

Have been making volumous investments in the medium and long-term we will be able to 

prove with Anacapri and Alexandre Birman that we can change such investments in 

drivers for our brands. 

Within this entire context we have made some changes to make our structure more solid. 

So I would like to say that Fabiola Guimarães is once again taking on the global direction 

of the Schutz brand for product creation and marketing. 

In addition we invited Luciana (incomprehensible 49:09). She has been with us for over 20 

years to spearhead the Fiever brand and Mariana Toledo, who has been responsible for 

the bags category in Schutz to manage the Owme brand. So there are important changes 

that are providing good results to our business. 

And lastly I would like to announce the creation of a new position in our company at the 

“C” level which will truly emphasize our entire digital expansion. I would like to invite him to 

say a few words, he is right next to me, Mauricio Bastos, which throughout these almost 8 

years - he started very on in our company - and now we have an honor to appoint him as 

our executive director CVO. Congratulations on his new position. Could you say a few 

words? 
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Mr. Mauricio Bastos: thank you Alexandre for your kind words good morning everyone. It 
is a great honor to be able to be here with you and share with you all our beliefs and 
perspective to transform our business. 
In the past years as Alexandre mentioned I had the opportunity of spearheading the 

construction and consolidation of our online channel, which we have been talking about 

the results and perspectives. And today in the consolidation, where we are already 

counting on operations, nine digital operations for our six brands in Brazil and the US, with 

a very solid platform that enables us to strengthen consistent growth in Brazil and also 

enter a fast growth, fast digital growth in the US as well. 

About the framework, which is digital transformation and having a kick off on… On 

February 20 together with the board of directors which we call the Digital Day and the 

structure counts on different areas in the company: so we have the omni commerce area 

which is this integrated view of omni commerce; technology is also part of the framework 

in the movement to bring in that digital and agile culture in an integrated manner so we can 

reap the benefits of the technical and the digital world of experience of our entire chain to 

reap the benefits of working in the chain with the strong physical and online environment; 

together with our areas of innovation and special projects and potential technologies that 

we learned a lot about myself and Alexandre; and data, which is the new engine, the new 

driver of this new world and economy. 

And all that integrated with our CRM called Valoriza, the customers’ center. We are highly 

confident than this new structure will make us closer to our customers in bringing even 

more important results for our business. 

Mr. Birman: thank you Mauricio and welcome to this new challenge. I am very happy to 

see our internal talent, which is the basis of the growth of our business and likewise the 

ability to attract external talents that fascinate us such as a very senior people that join our 

company the past years and now play a very important role in building our future. 

I would like to take this opportunity once again to emphasize the invitation to join us on 

Friday in the official inauguration of Owme. It will be a great pleasure to present the entire 

brand concept to all of you. It is very well represented in our flagship store in a very clear 

manner. You can really understand the purpose of the brand. It is a brand that has a very 

clear identity as from its birth in a very different retail experience. 

The customer arrives first they asked them if they have some time available; they offer a 

foot bath so she can relax and enter this “Ohm” spirit of meditation; so we offer her some 

tea and we also give them a test drive which I really recommend. We have been having a 

lot of conversion with people that test the Owme products because they are very 

comfortable. 

In addition I would like to invite all the children and husbands to buy our brands a lot for 

Mother's Day. Yesterday at Iguatemi Mall I had the pleasure of seeing a man, a consumer 
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buying six pairs of shoes for his wife and that made me very happy. So I would like to 

invite all these children and husbands to buy our brands for Mother's Day. 

So I would like to thank you, thank you our board of directors to give us so much strength 

and strategic direction and thank all the board members in advance for holding our first 

meeting that will take place at our offices in New York. It is a very important moment where 

Brazil is standing out and also another important event that will take place at that time and 

the inauguration of our store. 

I would like to thank our board of directors and our founder Anderson Birman and all our 

team for all their efforts in 1Q and I hope we continue to have great results throughout 

2018, thank you. 

Operator: The Arezzo conference call is now closed. Thank you for your participation. 

 


